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Take the TMC Morale Survey

Comment:
Reply:9
Score:

Comment:

Score: 9

“I still get excited to go
to work every morning.”

“Turner is by far the most
fun and energetic
company I have
ever seen .”

Reply:

Tell me your secret!

Reply:

Repl y :
“Turner has become
plural and it takes
all of us.

“I’m pretty happy here.
I have a lot less gray hair
than I did a year ago.”

Score: 8

“Recognition is
exceptional. We have
more outside activities
than anyone else!”

t:
men
Com
Score: 8

“People are loved here!
Loved enough to be
coached and
encouraged to win”

Reply:

You are growing
and that is
rewarding!

Comment:
Score: 8

“Great co-worker
Support”
Reply:

Reply:

Creating winners,
that is what
we are here for

Without you it
would not
be possible

Reply:

This is because this is the
greatest group of
people ever at TMC

Comment:
Score: 8
“ There are definately days
when its hard to be
enthusiastic about the work,
but the people are the
best and they make
all the difference”

Repl y :
A- players
grow
A-players.

Comment:

Thank you for your support.

Reply:
Lets work together
and see if WE can make
this better

“Great new
additions
to the team”

Comment:
Score: 9

Work does not have
to be a 4 letter word
ROCK- ON

Reply:

Comment
Score: 9

Comment:
Score: 8

Reply:

You are among
the elite that
changes the
world

Comment:
Score: 8

“Team member engagement
continues to
improve each quarter”

Comment:

Score: 8

“Greatest place
to work!”
Reply:

Great people
make it!

“Challenging and
rewarding work
environment”

Comment:

Score: 7

“The Better Book
Club is a great asset
Turner. I love being
able to read, AND get
paid .”

Reply:

Comment:
Score: 7

Happy,
Happy,
Happy

“I’m Pretty Happy!”
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